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Valvular heart disease is the third-most common cause

of heart problems in the United States. Malfunction of

the valves can be acquired or congenital and each may

lead either to stenosis or regurgitation, or even both in

some cases. Heart valve disease is a progressive dis-

ease, which is irreversible and may be fatal if left

untreated. Medications cannot currently prevent val-

vular calcification or help repair damaged valves, as

valve tissue is unable to regenerate spontaneously.

Thus, heart valve replacement/repair is the only cur-

rent available treatment. Heart valve research and

development is currently focused on two parallel paths;

first, research that aims to understand the underlying

mechanisms for heart valve disease to emerge with an

ultimate goal to devise medical treatment; and second,

efforts to develop repair and replacement options for a

diseased valve. Studies that focus on developmental

malformation, [350_TD$DIFF]including genetic and epigenetic causes,

usually employ small animal models that are easy to

access for in vivo imaging that minimally disturbs their

environment during early stages of development.

Alternatively, studies that aim to develop novel [351_TD$DIFF]devices

for replacement and repair of diseased valves often

employ large animals whose heart size and anatomy

closely replicate human’s. This paper aims to briefly

review the current state-of-the-art animal models, and

justification to use an animal model for a particular

heart valve related project.

Section editors:
Karen L. Christman – Department of Bioengineering,
Sanford Consortium for Regenerative Medicine, University
of California, San Diego.
Roberto Gaetani – Department of Bioengineering, Sanford
Consortium for Regenerative Medicine, University of
California, San Diego.

Introduction
Heart valves are important components of the heart and

their major function is to maintain the [352_TD$DIFF]unidirectional blood

flow from chamber to chamber [353_TD$DIFF], and from chamber to major

blood vessels. Mitral and tricuspid valves direct the blood

flow from [354_TD$DIFF]the atria to ventricles while aortic and pulmonary

valves control the flow from ventricles to aorta and pulmo-

nary artery, respectively. Malfunction of the valves can be

acquired or congenital and each may lead either to stenosis

or regurgitation, or even both in some cases [1]. While

degenerative valve disease is more common in the elderly

population in industrialized countries, rheumatic valve
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disease is still one of the most common etiologies of valvu-

lar disease in developing countries [2]. In spite of that, the

underlying mechanisms of valvular malfunction and dis-

ease progression in many acquired and congenital diseases

is not yet known. Presently, there is no medical treatment

to [355_TD$DIFF]valve disease other than procedures to repair or replace a

heart valve.

Heart valve research and development is currently focused

on two parallel paths: first, research that aims to understand

the underlying mechanisms for heart valve disease [356_TD$DIFF]with an

ultimate goal [357_TD$DIFF]of devising medical treatment; and second,

efforts to develop repair and replacement options for a dis-

eased valve [3–5].

Since acquired heart valve disease is exclusive to [358_TD$DIFF]the hu-

man race, there is no naturally-occurring animal model for

acquired heart valve disease. Congenital heart defects, how-

ever, have been reported to occur in animals. Studies that

focus on developmental malformation, [350_TD$DIFF]including genetic

and epigenetic causes, usually employ small animals such [359_TD$DIFF]

as chicken, mouse, and zebrafish to develop their models.

This is because these embryos can be manipulated relatively

easy to disrupt their valve formation. Alternatively, studies

that aim to develop novel [351_TD$DIFF]devices for replacement and repair

of diseased valves often employ large animals such as sheep

and pig whose heart size, anatomy, material degradation and

endogenous tissue growth closely replicate human’s. The

present review is focused on small and large animal models

currently used for heart valve research and development.

Small animal models for studying cardiac valve

development

Heart formation in vertebrate [360_TD$DIFF]animals involves a complex

progression of finely[361_TD$DIFF]-orchestrated events. The heart begins as

a tubular structure that soon [362_TD$DIFF]after formation, starts pumping

blood flow [6]. During initial tubular stages, cardiac tissues

consist of three distinct layers: the myocardium, a layer of

contractile myocardial cells; the endocardium, a monolayer

of endocardial cells; and the cardiac jelly layer, an extra-

cellular matrix (ECM) layer in between the myocardium

and endocardium. Along the tubular heart, distinct cardiac

structures can be distinguished: the atrium, the atrio-ventric-

ular (AV) canal, the ventricle, and the outflow tract (OFT).

The initially-linear tubular heart then bends and twists form-

ing a looping heart tube [7,8]. Valve formation and chamber

septation occur after looping [9–11].

Endocardial cushions form in the AV canal and OFT early

during tubular heart stages [12–14]. These cushions are [363_TD$DIFF]car-

diac -wall thickenings, initially composed of ECM that is rich

in ground substance and largely devoid of fibrous proteins.

They act as primitive valves by closing the lumen upon

myocardial contraction. Cells from the endocardium, then,

detach from the neighboring endocardial cells, acquire a

mesenchymal phenotype and migrate into the cushions

during the process of endocardial-mesenchymal-transition

(EMT). In the cushions, EMT-derived mesenchymal cells

proliferate, secrete fibrous ECM proteins such as type I colla-

gen, and continue to migrate, while remodeling the endo-

cardial cushion tissues [14]. EMT thus increases cell density in

the cushions and changes their ECM composition. The AV

canal cushions, which give rise to the mitral and the tricuspid

valves, are exclusively populated by EMT-derived cells;

whereas in the OFT cushions, from which the aortic and

pulmonary valves originate, the cell population is mainly

from EMT but neural crest and secondary heart field cells also

contribute to the cushion cell population prior to valve

formation. Cushion formation and the subsequent cushion

cellularization and remodeling, determine valve formation

[15]. In fact, a common deficit of [364_TD$DIFF]genetic anomalies and

teratogen exposures is the formation of anomalous cushions

that would lead to congenital valve disease and heart defect

phenotypes [16]. Thus the cushions, and the contribution of

different cells to the cushion population, have been the main

focus of several studies aiming at understanding valve forma-

tion and congenital heart valve diseases.

Small animal models are typically used to determine how

cardiac valves are formed. These models include mouse

embryos, as mammalian [365_TD$DIFF]models, as well as zebra fish and

chicken embryo models. The main advantage of using

mouse embryos is that genetic manipulations are common

practice, allowing investigators to study the effects of differ-

ent genes on cardiac (and valve) formation [17]. Further,

mouse embryos can also be employed in lineage tracing

studies, from which it is possible to determine the origin

of cells that form the heart and the valves [18]. However,

mouse embryos are difficult to access inside the uterus,

precluding non-invasive in vivo imaging of cardiac function

and blood flow conditions during early embryonic stages.

Zebra fish and chicken embryos, on the other hand, are easy

to access for in vivo imaging that minimally disturbs their

environment during early stages of development [19–27],

making them ideal models to study embryonic changes that

lead to cardiac defects. In particular, zebra fish and chicken

embryos are extensively used to study the EMT that occurs

prior to valve formation and is critical for proper valve

development [19,28–31].

The advantage [366_TD$DIFF]of studying valve development using zebra

fish and chicken embryo models is that their cardiac tissues

are almost transparent at early stages of development. This

enables high resolution imaging of the heart and vascula-

ture, as well as monitoring of blood flow dynamics (blood

flow velocity, blood pressure; e.g. see Fig. 1). Genetic manip-

ulations in zebra fish models further enable researchers to

monitor the consequences of gene anomalies over time, and

better understand early EMT dysregulation and its effect on

valve formation [30,32]. In chicken embryos, surgical inter-

ventions that alter blood flow through the heart are rela-

tively easy to perform [33]. This allows studying the effects
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of blood flow dynamics during development of the heart

and vasculature. In particular, results from in vitro and in vivo

studies suggest that EMT is modulated by hemodynamic

conditions [29,34–36]. Thus valve formation depends on a

finely orchestrated sequence of cellular signaling cascades

that are modulated by blood flow conditions. Disruption of

signaling or blood flow independently or together can lead

to valve malformation. While the regulatory function of

blood flow on valve formation is widely appreciated, the

mechanisms behind this regulation are not yet understood

and [367_TD$DIFF]further studies are needed to elucidate how blood flow

influences cardiac and valve formation.

Understanding the factors influencing valve formation is

important, not only to understand congenital [368_TD$DIFF]heart valve

disease, but also because developmental programs take place

during pathophysiological conditions that lead to valve deg-

radation and malfunction. Therefore, understanding valve

formation and malformation, can provide important clues on

how to improve treatment and prevention strategies for heart

valve disease. Table 1 compares the three small animal mod-

els [369_TD$DIFF]used for valve formation.

Large animal models for research and development of
heart valve prosthetics
Preclinical studies to verify the safety and efficacy of new

prosthetic heart valves require implantation in proper animal

models whose hearts closely mimic human heart. During

these studies, functionality, biocompatibility, durability

and safety of valve devices are assessed before proceeding

to human trials. Traditionally, ovine, swine and canine mod-

els have been used for prosthetic heart valve research and

development. Although costly and time-consuming, these

models help testing the [370_TD$DIFF]devices’ biocompatibility and wheth-

er the living tissues are prone to any damage due to the

implant in short- and long-term. Overall, the biological

responses to implants in these mammalians are fairly similar

to human, which can invoke comparable immunological

response. However, in case of heart valve tissue engineering

research, the [371_TD$DIFF]mechanisms animal models may affect the

degradation rate compared to endogenous tissue formation

characteristic should be considered [3,37–40].

Choosing a right animal model for a particular experiment

is very important and can significantly affect the cost and the
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Fig. 1. Images acquired from the [341_TD$DIFF]hearts of HH13–HH18 chicken embryos, during tubular heart stages. Example (a) optical images of the
embryo in ovo on the top of the egg surface, (b) optical coherence tomography (OCT) structural 2D longitudinal images of the heart outflow tract (OFT)
and neighboring structures, and (c) corresponding Doppler OCT images, which quantify flow velocity. The OFT myocardial walls are outlined in [342_TD$DIFF](b) and (c),
and approximately corresponding points to measure blood flow velocity are marked by a box in (c). Endocardial cushions, developing in the OFT at the
stages shown, and affected by blood flow, will later give rise to semilunar valves. Reproduced from Midgett et al. [74].
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outcome for a particular study. For example, [372_TD$DIFF]ovine and swine

models are both suitable for acute heart valve implant studies

and to check whether the device provides acceptable hemody-

namics (e.g., desired pressure drop, no regurgitation, accept-

able opening, etc.). The chronic animal studies aim to check

whether the valve is durable and can maintain its function for a

relatively long period of time. During chronic studies, valve

developersusually look for [373_TD$DIFF]signsof calcification,body’s adverse

[374_TD$DIFF]reactions to the implant, valvecompetency and hemodynamic

performance in time. As a rule, if chronic study is the goal,

sheep or minipigs are preferred since regular pigs grow faster,

resulting in device-heart mismatch that will [375_TD$DIFF]adversely affect

the chronic study outcome. Furthermore, keeping larger ani-

mals is more difficult and requires larger vivarium space that

will add to the cost of the study.

Overall, prosthetic heart valves are implanted to mitigate

either a stenotic or a regurgitant native valve. Currently,

there is no animal model that mimic either disease. Trans-

catheter aortic valves (TAVs) are implanted within a highly

calcified native aortic valve. However, valvular calcification

is [376_TD$DIFF]a human disease and cannot be replicated in either of the

ovine, canine or swine models. Calcified regions in the

native valve help secure anchoring of the stented valve

but technologies with staged deployment has overcome this

limitation (Fig. 2) [41]. The anchoring limitation also per-

tains to transcatheter mitral valve (TMV) technologies. These

valves are mainly aimed to alleviate native mitral valve

incompetence. In most cases of mitral valve regurgitation,

native valve annulus as well as the left atrium are signifi-

cantly enlarged. Therefore, a very large prosthesis is needed

to be implanted that requires a bulky delivery system. Imita-

tion of enlarged native mitral annulus in animal models are

close to impossible as such a disease does not naturally occur

in large animal models. To summarize, the failure or success

of both TAV and TMV implants in an animal model does not

closely correlate with the human outcome. Having said that,

many device features related to the transcatheter delivery

and deployment can be safely studied and the results greatly

mimic implantation in human.

In conclusion, one needs to carefully select an animal

model to test a specific aspect of their prosthetic valve to

achieve the best result at lowest cost with minimal number of [377_TD$DIFF]

animals used. All acute and chronic conditions should be

considered to select the best animal model mimicking human

conditions. Here, we briefly describe in more details the three

common large animal models (swine, canine, ovine) used for

heart valve studies.

Swine model
There are many similarities between the porcine and human

heart [42,43]. The similarity among heart valves, major blood

vessels, coronary arteries and cardiac conduction system of

porcine heart to human[378_TD$DIFF]’s is remarkable and justifies their use

for acute testing of the prosthetic heart valves and other

cardiac devices. While the similarity can be justified, some

studies have shown that the swine model’s aortic valve can be

different in size, geometry [44], fibrous continuity [45], and

expression of metalloproteinase (MMP) I and proteoglycan

[46]. As well, the wall thickness ratio between the left and

right ventricle is much [379_TD$DIFF]larger in the porcine heart compared

to human’s [45,47]. Moreover, human’s left atrium receives

blood from four or five pulmonary veins in contrast to [380_TD$DIFF]

porcine heart whose left atrium only [381_TD$DIFF]receives flow from

two pulmonary veins [48].

Alternatively, thereare several limitations in [382_TD$DIFF]theuseof swine

model tobeconsidered;porcineheart is infamouslysensitive to
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Table 1. Comparison among the small animal models for heart valve research

Zebrafish Chicken Mouse

Development External In ovo In utero
AV valve starts to form by 105 hpf [344_TD$DIFF]EMT in AV valve cushions initiates at

HH Stage 13 [345_TD$DIFF]and in OFT cushions at
HH stage 16, initiating valve
development

AV Valve primordia starts to form
around 9.5 dpc. OFT cushions [346_TD$DIFF]form
around 10 dpc

Chamber formation 2 chambers (single atrium and
ventricle)

4 chambers 4 chambers

Valve formation AV valve Aortic valve, pulmonary valve, mitral
valve, tricuspid valve

Aortic valve, pulmonary valve, mitral
valve, tricuspid valve

Genetic manipulation Excellent for forward genetics. Rapid
improvement in reverse genetics

[347_TD$DIFF]Rapid improvement in genetic editing
with new CRISPR/Cas9 method

Strong in both forward and reverse
genetics, including lineage tracing

[348_TD$DIFF]In vivo imaging Strong: high-speed confocal
microscopy & light sheet microscopy

Strong: Optical coherence
tomography, confocal microscopy &
optical microscopy

Less advantageous due to access
(methodologies in progress)

Surgical and
pharmacological
manipulation

Easy access for laser-targeted
ablation and pharmacological
interventions

Easy access for surgical,
pharmacological manipulation and
laser ablation

Less advantageous

4 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
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anesthesia and surgical manipulation that frequently leads to

intra-surgical and post-surgical complications including ar-

rhythmia and even death [49]. More specifically, there are

several factors that may lead to fatal arrhythmia. For example,

[383_TD$DIFF]human’s and swine’s cardiac electrophysiology [384_TD$DIFF]is quite similar

with the exception of Ca2+[349_TD$DIFF]-independent transient outward K+

current (Ito1) whose expression is absent [385_TD$DIFF]in pigs, so that only Ito2

is present in [386_TD$DIFF]porcine ventricular myocytes [50,51]. As well, it

has been shown that ‘hibernating’ the myocardium, common-

ly practiced during swine surgery, may lead to chronic arterial

occlusion leading to cardiac death [52]. The difference in

cardiac electrophysiology has led to higher heart rate in pigs

compared to human heart [53].

In addition, pigs are prone to post-surgical infection and

overall need more regular follow up and attention. To avoid

infection, special sterile techniques need to be used. Grehan

et al. [49] reported difficulty in maintaining safe levels of

anticoagulation with warfarin, when used in a study involv-

ing swine model for mechanical heart valve testing. Addi-

tionally, they reported marked fibrous formation and

thrombosis around the valve as well as perivalvular defects,

due to normal somatic growth occurring in young swine [49].
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Fig. 2. Transcatheter implantation of FoldaValve in an ovine model’s aortic valve. (a) fluoroscopic image of collapsed FoldaValve Advanced
into the sheep’s left ventricle through aortic valve, (b) [343_TD$DIFF]FoldaValve deployed and expanded within the sheep’s aortic valve. (c) Pre-procedural angiographic
studies of sheep aortic annulus to measure the valve’s and aortic root’s dimensions, (d) post-procedural autopsy shows FoldaValve properly positioned
within the sheep’s native aortic valve. The images are reproduced from Kheradvar et al. [41].
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Canine model
There are [387_TD$DIFF]some similarities between canine and human heart,

but in comparison to human’s and ovine hearts, the canine

heart has a more connected network of coronary collaterali-

zation between right and left coronary circulation that pro-

tects their heart from ischemia. Accordingly, canine heart

was considered as a large animal model for myocardial ische-

mia studies. Generally, using catheters in canine model is

easier than ovine and swine models during surgery. They

have thinner skin, which makes it easier for interventionalist

to advance catheters into the vasculatures. On top of that,

imaging and cardiac monitoring are more accessible in ca-

nine compared to ovine and swine models. Although, canine

tricuspid valve normally has two leaflets [54], the lower risk of

post-surgical infection after valve implantation was a main

advantage to select canine for the valve replacement proce-

dures in the past [55]. However, at the present time, canine

models are not commonly used for heart valve implantations

mainly due to restrictions in obtaining the necessary approv-

al for performing experiments in this species, which is unique

to canines [56,57].

Ovine model
The ovine model is currently considered the best animal

model for valve replacement survival studies that satisfy Food

and Drug Administration (FDA) and CE mark requirements

[58]. The anatomy of the sheep heart as well as physiological

parameters such as heart rate and blood pressure are similar to

human’s [59]. More importantly, valves[388_TD$DIFF]’ sizes of an adult

sheep are comparable to human’s, which makes it an ideal

model for heart valve replacement (Fig. 2) [60]. Alternatively,

ovine aortic valves leaflets are thinner and more fragile in

comparison with human[389_TD$DIFF]’s [61], and the fibrous continuity

that is present in human’s mitral and aortic valve leaflets is

absent in ovine heart valves [62]. As well, the coronary

collateral network in ovine heart is low in [390_TD$DIFF]comparison to

swine and human heart, which makes it an ideal animal

model for myocardial ischemia research [63,64]. Finally,

ovine growth rate is generally lower than swine, which makes

it an ideal model for overall heart valve prosthetics including

regular and hybrid tissue-engineered heart valves [65–69].

Since acquired human heart valve disease does not natu-

rally occur in animals, many have tried developing their

desired animal model through different methods. For exam-

ple, Simmons and colleagues identified 584 genes as differ-

entially expressed by the endothelium on the aortic side

versus ventricular side of normal porcine aortic valves and

used this model to study the correlation between phenotypic

heterogeneity and regions of susceptibility in normal valvular

endothelium [70]. Some studies show evidence that hyper-

cholesterolemic diets in swine models would lead to human-

type disease with small early calcific nodules observed in 6–7

months [71]. Others have used surgical banding to produce

graded aortic and mitral valve stenosis [72]. As well, use of

synthetic calcified polymeric valves has been suggested to

imitate valve-in-valve transcatheter procedures [73].

Conclusion
This paper aimed to briefly review the current state-of-the-art

information on animal models used for heart valve research

and development, and justification to use an animal model

for a particular project. In summary, studies that aim to test

novel [391_TD$DIFF]devices or procedures for replacement and repair of

diseased valves may use large animals whose heart size and

valve anatomy closely mimic human’s. As well, studies with a

focus on developmental malformation, genetic and/or dis-

ease epigenetics usually employ small animal models that are

easily accessible for in vivo imaging and can be genetically or

physically modified as needed.
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